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About This Content

Enhance your Vault-hunting experience with a fresh new style! This pack contains the Bright Idea head and Steampunk Rock
skin for the Mechromancer - look for them in the character customization menu! This pack requires the Mechromancer pack,

sold separately.
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Gearbox Software, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Publisher:
2K, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Franchise:
Borderlands
Release Date: 2 Jul, 2013
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 2 GB(XP)/ 2 GB(Vista)

Hard Disk Space: 13 GB free

Video Memory: 256 MB

Video Card: NVIDIA GeForce 8500 /ATI Radeon HD 2600

Sound: DirectX 9.0c Compatible

Other Requirements:Initial installation requires one-time internet connection for Steam authentication; software installations
required (included with the game) include Steam Client, DirectX 9, Microsoft .NET 4 Framework, Visual C++ Redistributable
2005, Visual C++ Redistributable 2008, Visual C++ Redistributable 2010, and AMD CPU Drivers (XP Only/AMD Only)

English,French,German,Italian,Japanese,Korean
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A very fun and addictive seated VR experience. The graphics are also surprisingly good. Recommend to anyone who loves
puzzle games.. Simple and fun. Has lot sof different modes to keep things interesting. Some of the powerups look REALLY bad
because they are really jarring against the rest of the game which is more pixely. If some of the graphics were improved, this
game would be even better.. Great time waster and is easily worth the five bucks (I think it was on sale when I got it).. Nothing
special, just fun for a while.

Wish I could give it a neutral review.. I would of never found this game if it wasnt for me playing gang beasts. I think this game
is really good and I enjoy playing it a lot. I had gotten it 3 days ago and its very addicting. I had gifted it to 2 other friends of
mine on steam because i really wanted them to play it with me, and they really enjoyed it. One of my friends thinks a lot of
games can get repetitive, but we ended up playing this game almost a whole day. I would recommend that you buy this game
while its still new to help test out bugs and such as other types of glitches. I have found a lot of glitches and bugs already, and
when they get those fixed, I think the game will sell even more. Buy this game, it is a MUST HAVE. It is so fun to play and I
love the physics. A feature I hope they add is to be able to create your own levels, such as with a specific design, like all the
types of maps there are, which are desert, western, forest, castle, and a couple of others. If they make this a feature, they should
have those specific designs as an option to choose from and you can add the graphics from that certain design and create and
make your own level that can be featured. It would be basically like a workshop. BUY THIS GAME

EDIT: I had another idea for a feature. When you play, if you win you get exp. When you get exp you level up, and you can
unlock items, for example; when you win a match you have that crown over your head, what if you can unlock different types of
hats that can appear on the top of your head when you win? Now that would be a cool feature.. I have been reading some of
theses reviews and some of these people are out of their mind. Graphically speaking, light years ahead of MotoGps of years
past. Unreal engine 4 makes this game look outstanding, especially in 4k. Playing on a GTX 1080 ti so able to crank all settings
up to the max. No blurriness, holds a nice 60fps but if your monitor supports it can go to 120. Dont listen to the naysayers.
Definitely isnt a step back. And thats the beauty about steam, buy it, you dont like it, ask for a refund. But trust me, MotoGP 18
is the real deal. Fun game indeed! This game is so addictive and challenging!!

It ain't easy to handle a drop for it's journey ;). Im loving this game, its one of the few VR games i keep coming back to at the
moment.

The graphics are great, the slow-mo is excellent, i love throwing out a light-grenade, hitting slow mo as it passes by an enemy
and then shooting at it. The super slow-mo explosion looks beautiful and blasts enemies all over the room.

The music is excellent, some dirty electronic dubstep nonsense but really gets you pumped while everythings kicking off.
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Its only good in short bursts though. This isnt Skyrim, its a quickfire, loud & fast (and slow) shooter, maybe 2\/3 goes tops
before the repitition sets in, but it sticks with you.. 30 mins later i'll want to play it again to try and beat my score. Its also a great
party game, i've had a few people come round to play and trying to beat eachothers score was great fun.

I look forward to future content, at the moment its a bit limited, one gun, one level, one enemy... But the mechanics are
absolutely solid. With more content this game could be great. Recommended.. Post Reply Edit:
After knowing the development start time and end results, I think the devs could do with some support as the they came up with
is proven to be good, but end result could be improved a significant amount. And sorry for assuming rip-off as the games really
are too similar.

Good luck on your improvements or next game attempts!

------------------------------------------------------------------------

I don't usually write reviews and I don't dislike many games but there are some things that need to be made clear with this one.

TL;DR buy Dead Cells instead if you haven't and keep away from this rip-off.

Going into this game, I was expecting to see a Dead Cells type of rogue-like platformer with maybe some interesting
mechanics, a different take on the genre for some change, and some fast-paced gameplay with some hard decisions to
make about which items to keep and which ones to leave behind.

What I found was nothing of the above except the "a Dead Cells type of rougue-like platformer", and to an extent that
made me feel irritated. I've seen and played enough games to tell the difference between inspiration, clone and rip-off
in my opinion, and sadly I have to mark this one as a rip-off.

PROs:

 Item swapping for on-the-run customization

 A town system that could allow for relatively easy implementation of future improvements

 Feels responsive at times

 Creates high hopes and some thrill during the first 15-ish minutes of gameplayCONs:

 Feels clunky most of the time

 Too repetitive (I understand this is a rouge-like and should be repetitive but I'm talking about seeing
very little addition to variety through levels and you deal with all the creatures in the same manner)

 Damage all the way to one-shot everything makes creature mechanics meaningless for the most part

 No i-frame on roll means you must dodge by getting out of the way, precision in timing isn't rewarded at
allNow lets go back to the "Dead Cells rip-off" part of things as without that I'd be willing to spare the
comment and go about my day thinking "another unpolished game that could have been so much more".
Zombies with short range horizontal attack, check. Archers with exact same animation, pretty much the
same model and exact same attack, check. Prison guard with pretty much no mechanics and basically no
additional threat compared to a zombie that losing more health if hit, check. Textures that make you feel
like you're playing the first level or the Ossuary over and over again, check. Chest that give you some
extra rewards for exploring the map, but don't really provide a feeling of achievement, check. Elite
creatures with a star above their heads that you laugh at because they have no additional mechanics,
check.
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I can continue with the list but I believe this should be enough to make and prove my point. It's very easy
to find all the similarities with Dead Cells, and just as easy to see how they haven't even been
implemented on a comparable level. And to give an idea about progression, I died twice, which actually
makes me feel very bad right now, and that was enough experience to let me reach the first boss without
any issues. One item drop with high damage is enough to one- or two-shot pretty much all enemies. Then
came a boss, who kept on running at me in a straight line and swinging a dagger to deal some
considerable amount of damage. At around 50% health mark, she became "invisable", started swinging
her daggers while still running at me in a straight line to deal what I assume is some more damage than
before. That was the point I gave up on the game, died to see how much gold I would lose, closed the
game and came here.

 If you don't think this is review is fair, please do comment on the things that I've missed because I'd love
to see the game in a different light and get some fun out of it, but until than I've safely marked this game
as "shouldn't be supported" for myself.

I can see that some thought has been put in for the game, I understand the dev had some inspiration
from Dead Cells, but what I don't understand in making a game that can be best described as a cheap
copy of Dead Cells, making it worse in all possible aspects and not even trying to hide the fact that it's a
Dead Cells rip-off.

Even after all this, I feel like I should add some positivity assuming the devs want to make this game into
what they initially envisioned, as it feels like it's been intended as something more but was released like it
currently is due to lack of money, experience or whatever else it may be.

Points to improve on:

 Movement isn't too bad, but the platform edges causes weird stuff to happen when approched
from certain angles, or when trying to do a "last pixel" jump. Feels buggy, should be "fixed".

 Dodge has very little purposed besides moving faster when you have to travel the whole map with
nothing to fight on the way, and ducking below horizontal projectiles. Adding an i-frame to dodge
to make timing more rewarding is a decent and proven method, but with the level of enemy
complexity it would break the game.

 Enemies feel like they all have same movement speed, most of them run to the character in a
straight line at constant speed and start attacking as soon as they are in range. Some variety in
enemy movement or attack patterns would make the game more rewarding.

 Jump attacks hit multiple times with each hit dealing a comparably low amount of damage for a
potentially higher DPS. The animation lock during the attack on the other hand, makes sure you
will get hit in return unless you kill the enemy straight away. Result, player gets punished for
using jump attacks, in pretty much all scenarios that seems like it would be a good time to use it.

 Graphics can be improved, sometimes it's quite hard to distinguish background from walls and
platforms. Could be a personal issue but having to move closer to the monitor to better distinguish
textures is quite bad in multiple aspect with health being the major one.. I was enjoying this game
until a huge difficulty spike left me facing overwhelming odds with no way out, thus ending my
game. Disappointing.
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Mini Tactical Game with suitable background music, but abit overpriced.. wtf feck is this shet minuus rubt. This game was cute
and fun,
no tutorials but easy to understand. If you are an osu!mania player, this would be easy.

For Devs: Please add more songs soon. Refunded.

The game is absolutely terrible.
First of all, this isn't a horror game. I usually get scared really easily, but I experienced no horror playing this game. The game
states they want players to experience Nyctophobia, Taphophobia, and Ombrophobia, which is what caught my interest. I was
hoping to see a different genre of a horror game that doesn't always have ghosts or killers. With that said, I don't know where I
am suppose to experience any these phobias. Setting up a player in a dark mine with rainy environment is not "experiencing
phobias". There is just nothing to fear about the mine. It's just dark and feels never ending. The only thing I was scared about
was experiencing such terrible game design and horrible textures.
There is a chance I might have not experience the horror in the game only because I stopped playing after about 30 min of
gameplay, but it was too hard to sit through this game.

I was more so excited about the Co-op part about this game, turns out only 1 player has to escape the mine, and the other player
is just stuck looking at the map all day. Can't think of more boring Co-op experience than this. There is also not enough hint on
the map to help the other player. There are multiple maps, and they just has some lines drew on them, it doesn't indicate
anything else. So playing as the "rescuer", You don't know which map to start explaining first, nor how to lead them to the exit.
It doesn't do anything other than to confuse players even more.

The player also has limited stamina for some reason, so as you are running around the mine, you will be slowed for a duration of
time until your stamina charges back up and you can start running again. First problem with this is you don't have any UI during
actual gameplay, so I didn't even know there was stamina in the game, at first I thought I was being slowed because I was
entering a cut-scene or something. Secondly, I don't even know why stamina exist in this game. You're basically running around
the mine endlessly. You're not being chased by anything nor being timed. Even the 2nd player who's job is to read the map all
day have stamina. I just don't see any reason for a stamina in the game other than to annoy players. (and I am only pointing this
out because walking in this game is way to slow)

I know this game is not finished. It's literally stated on their steam page description, which I was aware of. I played a lot of early
access games that were unfinished. But in my opinion this game shouldn't even be released for early access. and I don't know
who thought it was a good idea to sell this game for 20$?? The devs wants feedback? well here is mine, but I just CANNOT
recommend anyone else to buy this game at it's current state. It's waste of your money which you can refund, but you can't
refund your time back. Don't waste your time playing this game.. After playing for 3 hours with no problems it now soes not
show the entire picture, especially the bottom which I need,
. Great to see Tri-Cities game developers on Steam again! It's playable even in early access, and an interesting concept to the
game. The tutorial is a good start, though I got a game over unexpectedly after putting the farm in the poor house (really easy to
do). Give it a try, and see if you last longer than myself!. It's a fun, addicting shooter with elements that mix up gameplay in a
nice way. It initially looked like a generic dime a dozen retro-type game, but it actually turned out to be a lot more than that. I
definitely recommend it if you like DOOM or wave-based shoot-em-ups.. This is a skin for Talion that allows him to look the
way he does during the prologue mission before his death. It's a reasonably good skin however it's confusing why they decided
to charge you for this because his prologue appearance is in the game you just lose it after that mission.. OMG! Best moob
physics! 11 / 10!

You guys have just finished great (and long) journey and I'm very happy for you! Looking forward to see more!
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